
It needs to introspect when author like Jonathan Swift 
expresses his feelings regarding human being that “ I heartily 
hate and detest the animal called man”2. Though his thought, 
somehow, sounds true but it has another facet too; because 
one cannot judge others with only parameter. It is natural 
that human being behaves according to its design which was 
created by nature/ creator itself. Every living things struggle 
for its existence. Man too struggles for his own existence and 
strives to seek the secure place in the society which caused
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Introduction

References

The present paper highlights the timeless circulation of politicalhypocrisywith special reference to 
Orewell’s ‘Animal Farm’ (1945). It is apolitical dystopia, represents the spoiled system ofevery government. 
The tyranny of policy makers and violent,ferocious and chaotic situation in the domain of government 
caused a disorder everywhere in the world.
 
              A Good Introduction : -  
                           Depict the significance (importance) of the study - why was this value doing in any case? Give 
a wide connection. Extremely briefy depict the exploratory configuration and how it achieved the expressed 
destinations. 

?Orewell, George. Animal Farm. New Delhi: Peocock Books. 2007. Print.
?JonathanSwift’s A Letter to Pope.
?Acton,Lord John. A Letter to Bishop MandellCreignton. 1887
?Animalism - an allegoric reference toCommunism.
?Crab mentality– to pull down the competitor.

                A Good References  : -
                            There are Places where the Author Shaikh Gulab Yusuf Need to Cite a Reference, but 
Have Not

Materials

Result

 Conclusion

Must  add methods and materials in your article.

               A Good Materials  : - 
                             Methods & Materials used to per research topic.

Must add result in your article. 

              A Good Result  : -
                           Results are as per aims and  objective and useful to further research .

Must add Conclusion in your article.

             A Good Conclusion  : -
          Thus,the research have wider scope for new academician  and research scholars.
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?This was a superb give an account of extremely intensive examination. 
?The writing audit was careful, the approach was carefully exhaustive 
and fused the utilization of sufficient quantities of tests in dust size 
examination and blast tests. 
?I discover no shortcoming at all with the routines, information 
examination, or conclusions. 
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